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W
social media is part and parcel of our
hether we like it or not, these days
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KDE, h = 10

Mandatory stop after a great night camping with
my love • happy valentines day babe

everyday lives. Perhaps analyzing social
media and in particular twitter would be a
good way to reveal our cultural patterns and
the way we interact with each other
especially in global and regional events.

My Valentine's Day date, my beautiful mama
Fresh from the hair salon looking fab thanks

Ikeywords, yet similar in meaning to obtain
n this research I have used four different

geo-located tweets from twitter using a
python script written initially by Dr. Barry
Kronenfeld and modified by me later on.
The keywords used to stream the data were;
Love, Valentine’s day, Romantic and
Romance. I ran the python script on
Valentine’s day in order to stream data in
real time and as a result I compiled about
10500 geo-located tweets just for the
United States alone and around 35k from all
over the world.
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Sooo, happy Valentine's Day ya'll! This is our
"Lovey Dovey Cake"
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Thanks for being my Valentine
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Breakfast in bed. A love duck. An orchid.
Chocolates. Cute card

Everyone needs a little paint and glaze on their
love day

Happy Valentine's day to all my family and friends

#Valentine #brunch with my Love â€” I'm at
Beast + Bottle
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Color coded percentage of tweets sent from each geographic region
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Breaking out a good bottle. #wine
#happyvalentinesday #2006GrgichHills
#cabernetsauvignon #love

Happy Valentine's day. #love #yoga #spirit #God
#universe #hope @ Living, Light, and Love

Percentage

I(KDE) to analyze the density. I have used
then used Kernel Density Estimation

bivariate normal KDE with different band
widths to show the effect of choosing the
right band width based on the data and the
study area. I have tried to compare band
width with the value of 3 (low) and band
width with the value of 7 (high) in different
scales.
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separately calculated KDE for each region,
h=3

Happy Valentine's Day to my beautiful wife
#WeOnTop

Thanks Learlean For My Valentine Meal at Grand
Lux Cafe.
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Valentine's dinner. â€” I'm at The Bellport
Restaurant in Bellport, NY

Thanks for being my Valentine

analysis

open source yet very powerful software and I have written 900+ lines of scripts to
do this research. Due to consistency
purposes, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and
Virgin Islands are excluded. The regional
delineation is based on USGS regional
delineation 2016. The heart-shaped glob is
using Bonne projection and has been
created by me in R.
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Color coded percentage of tweets sent from different geographic regions

Iincluding graphs and charts in R - a free
have
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KDE, h = 7

Second Valentine's with my love. Missing you
and the warm weather

Couple painting with my favorite for Valentine's
Day! #valentinesday #painting @ The Downtown
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The relationship between the number of states within a geographic region and the number of tweets sent
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Valentine's Day Dinner with Wifey!
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I saved a lot of money on Valentine's Day by
switching to single'
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#GISModeling#SpatialAnalysis#KDE#BandWidth#3D#Love
#ValentinesDay#Romance#Romantic#cartography#USA#Re
gionalDelineation#FantasticLegends#HeatGraph#BarChart#
BubbleChart#CategorizedMap#BonneProjection#35k#Tweets
#Twitter#SocialMedia#R#Python#BigData#OpenSource#Rea
lTimeDataStreaming#10KTweets#2016#EasternIllinoisUnive
rsity#PSM#AliAkbariMoghaddam#LotsOfHashtags#LOL

separately calculated KDE for each region,
h=7
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Number of states within each geographic region

Happy Valentine's day.. My 3 year old woke me
up with balloons

Spending Valentine's Day driving with my babe,
and I wouldn't want it any other way.

Categorized regions based on number of tweets sent from each region
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I love you more than Xbox and Mexican
foodðŸŒ®ðŸŽ®ðŸ’˜ Happy Valentine's Day

Happy Valentine's Day! Made my coffee with
extra #love this morningâ™¡ #valentines
#heartday
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